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1b all swhane i? may concerne:
Beit known that I, TicxAs ALyA EDDson,
of Menlo Park, in the State of New Jersey,
United 8-stes of America, have invented an
5 Improvement in Electric Lamps, and in the
method of manufacturing the sama, (Case No.
188,) of which the following is a specification.
The object of this invention is to produce
electric lampo giving lirht by incendescence,
ro which lamps shall have high resistance, so as
to allow of the prectical subdivision of the
electric light.

The invention consists in elight-giving body
of carbon wire or aheets coiled or arranged in

dimensions and good conductors, and a glass
globe cannot be kept tight at the place where
the wires pass in and are cemented; bence the 55
carbon is consumed, because there must bd al
most a perfect vacuum to render, the carbon
stable, especially when such carbon is small in
mass and high in electrical resistance.
The use of a gas in the receiver at the at 66
inospheric pressure, although not attacking
the carbon, serves to destroy it in time by “air
washing,” or the attrition produced by the
rapid
of the air over the slightly-co
herent highly-heated anrface of the carbon. I 65
have reversed this practice. I have discovered
that even a cotton thread properly carbonized
and placed in a sealed glass bulb exhausted to

15 such a magner as to offer greet resistance to
the passage of the electric crrrent, and at the
same time present but a slight surface from one-millionth of an atmosphere offers from one
which radiation can take place.
hundred to five hundred ohms resistance to the
passage of the current, and that it is absolutely
*...*
further
consists
in
placing
so such burner of great resistance in a nearly

stable at very hig?, tenuperatures; that i? the
or if any fibrous vegetable substance which
will leave a carbon residue a?ter heating in a 75

p: vscuum. to prevent oxidation and in thread be coiled as a spiral and carbonized,
ury to the conductor by the atmosphere. The
Cºrrent is conducted into the vacuum-bulb

through platina wires sealed into the glas.
25. Theiavention further consists in the method
of manufacturing carbon conductors of high
registence, so as to be euitable for giving light
by ineandescence, and in the manner of secur
ing perfect contact between the metallic con
30 ductor.
dºctors or leading-wires and the carbon con

closed chamber be no coiled, as much as twº
thousand ohms resistance may be obtained

. without presenting a radiatiug-surface greatºr

than
three-sixteenths of an inch; that i? such
fibrous material be rubbed with a plasticºº:
posed of lamp - black and tar, its resistanº
may
be made high or low, according tºº
amount of lamp-black placed upon it; that ºf

Heretofore light by incandescence has been bon filamento maw be made by a combicatº"
of
tar and lamp-black, the latter being Pº,
viously ignited in a closed crucible for several
Skins
resistance,
placed
in
closed
vessels,
in
35 which the atmospheric air has been replaced
obtained from rode of carbon of one to four

| hours and arterward moistened and kneaded
by
gases
that
do
not
combine
chemically
with
until it assumes the consistency of thick Pº.
the carbon. The vessel holding the burner ty. Small pieces of this material ?nºy be

has been composed of glnau cemented to sº me rolled out in the form of wire as small as **** 90
tallic base. The connection between the lead one-thousandths of a inch in diame” and

40 ?es wires and the carbon has beer, obtain -d by over a foot in length, and the same nº be
slamping the carbon to the tºtal. TS 3 lecd- co-ºwed with a non-coudacting non-carboniz?ug
ing wires have always been large, so that their sabºance and wound on a bobbin, or ****P*

*istanceend,shall
be manythetimes
less than
the ral, and the trur carbonized in a closed . 93
bºrner,
in
renors,
attempts
of
pre
be: by subjecting it to high heat, the "P"be
45 °ious persons have been to reduce the resietance after carbonization retaining its form-

°?thecarbon rod. The disadventages of follow ºil the eforms are fragile anº cannot nº.
ing this prectice are, that a lamp having but clamped to the leading wire with . zcº

one to four obna resistance cannot be worked in

force to insure good contact and prevent *:

gºeat numbers in multiple arc without the em
I have
i? pl.
tº:
$º ployment of main conductors of enormous di ing.
arº used
anddiscovered
the plasticthatlamp-blºck
*...
*ions; that, owing to the low resistance of material be noided around it intº act of s.
*
loºp, the leading-wires must be of largo bonization there is au intimate "“” by coas

B
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material be molded around it in the act of car vacuum has been reached, is hermetically
bonization there is an intimate union by oom sealed.
bination and by pressure between the carbon With substances which are not greatly dis
and platina, and nearly perfect contact is ob torted in carbouizing, they may be coated with
tained without the necessity of clamps; hence a non-conducting non-carbonizable substance,
the burner and the leading-wires are connect. which allows one coil or turn of the carbon to 55
ed to the carbon ready to be placed in the vac rest upon and be supported by the other.
uum-bulb.
In the drawings, Figure I shows the lamp
When filmous imaterial is used the plastic sectionally. a is the carbon spiral or thread.
c o' are the thickened ends of the spiral, formed
lamp-black and tar are used to secure it to the of
the plastic compound of lamp-black and tar.
platina before carbonizing.
By using the carbon wire of such high re d dº are the platina wires. A A are the clamps,
sistance I am enabled to use fine platinam which serve to conuect the platina wires, ce
wires for leading-wires, as they will have a mented in the carbon, with the leading-wires
I 5 small resistance compared to the burner, and a r, sealed in the glass vacuum-bulb. e e are
hence will not lieut and cruck the sealed vac copper wires, counected just outside the bulb
uum-bulb. Platina call only be used, as its to the wires r ar. m is the tube (showu by 65
cxpansiou is nearly the Ratne as that of glass. dotted lines) leading to the vacuuun-pump,
By using a considerable length of carbou which, after exhaustion, is liermetically sealed
wire and coiling it the exterior, which is only and the surplus reinoved.
a small portion of its entire surface, will forin Fig. 2 represents the plastic material before
the principal radiating - surface; hence I am beiug wound into a spiral.
able to raise the specific heat of the whole of Fig. 3 shows the spiral after carbonization,
the carbon, and thus prevent the rapid recep ready to have a bulb blowu over it.
25 tion and disappearance of the light, which on
I claini as my inventiou—
a plain wire is prejudicial, as it shows the 1. An electric lamp for giving light by in
least unsteadiness of the current by the flick candescence, consistiug of a filament of carbon
ering of the light; but if the current is steady of high resistatice, made as described, and se
the defect does not slow.

cured to metallic wires, as set forth.
2. The combination of carbon filaments with
thread, wood splints, papers coiled in various a receiver inade entirely of glass and couduct
ways, also lamp-black, plumbago, and carbon ors passing through the glass, and from which
in various forms, inixed with tar and kneaded receiver the air is exhausted, for the purposes
so that the same may be rolled out into wires set forth.
35 of various lengths and diameters. Each wire,
3. A carbou filament or strip coiled and
lowever, is to be uniform in size throughout. connected
to electric couductors so that only
If the carbots thread is liable to be distorted a portion of the surface of such carbon con
during carbonization it is to be coiled between ductors shall be exposed for radiating light,
a fielix of copper wire. The ends of the car as set fortli.
bon or filament are secured to the platina
The method herein described of securing
leading-wires by plastic carbonizable material, the4. platiua
contact-wires to the carbon fila 90
and the whole placed in the carbonizing-chann ment and carbonizing
of the whole in a closed
ber. The copper, which has served to prevent chainber, substantially as set forth.
distortion of the carbon thread, is afterward Signed by me this 1st day of November,
45 eaten away by nitric acid, and the spiral soaked A. D. 1879.
in water, and theu dried and placed on the
THOMAS A. EDISON.
glass holder, and a glass bulb blown over the Witnesses:
whole, with a leading-tube for exhaustion by
8.
L. GRIFFIN,
a mercury-pump.
is tube, when a high
John F. RANDolph.
I liave carbonized and used cotton and litieu
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It is found that the following certificate has been attached to Letters Patent granted
to Thomas A. Edison for improvement in “Electric Lamps,” No. 233,888, duted January
27, 1880:
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
unrººp starms parrºr ownron,

Washington, D.C., December 18, 1883.
In compliance with the request of the party in interest Letters Patent No. 333,898,
granted January 27, 1880, to Thomas A. Bdison, of Menlo Park, New Jersey, for an

improvemeut in “Electric Lamps,” is hereby limited so as to expire at the same time
with the patent of the following-named, baving the shortest time to run, viz.: British

º dated November 10,1879, No. 4,576; Canadian patent, dated November 17, 1879
. . toº Baixian patent, dº November ºv, isº, Rºss; italian pºtent, dated
December 6, 1879, and French patent, dated January 20, 1880, No. 133,756.

It is hereby certified that the proper entries and correctlons have been made in the
This amendment is made that the United States patent may conform to the provis
ions of section 4887 of, the Revised Statutes.
[ssaL.]
BENJ. BUTTHRWORTH,
Commissioner ºf Patents.
Approved:
M. L. Joslyn,
Acting Secretary of the Interior,
Now, in compliance with the request of the parties in interest, said certificate is

'files and records of the Patent Office.

hereby canceled and proper entries and corrections have been made in the files and
records of the Patent Office.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and oaused the seal of the Patent
Office to be affixed, this 15th day of March, 1893.
w. E. sIMONDs,
Commissioner ºf Patents.
Approved:

gram Bussºr,

Assistant &eoretary of the Interior.

DEPARTMENT or THE Drºneion,

Unrºad starms Pararr ownos,

Wasmugron, D.C., Dessler 18, 188s.
In ted
compliance
the request
of theA.
:::::::::::::::º
Januarywith
27, 1880,
to Thomas
of Menlo
ew Jersey, for as
mprovement in “Electrº-Lamps," is hereby imited so as to ex at the same time
with the patent of the followin
having the shortest time to run, vis: British
Patent dated November 10, 1878, No. 4,578; Canadian Patent dated Movember 17,187.
No. 10,654;
ºsto;
Patent
29, January
1879, No.20,41 :'sºItalian
dated
Seºnbºrº,
and dated
FrenchNovember
Fatent dated
133,756;
It is hereby certifled that the proper entries and correctiotis 'uare been made in the

filesThisandamendment
records ofisthe
Patent
Office...
made
that the
U?uitº. 8tates Patent may conform to the provis
ints of Section 4887 of the Bevised Statutes.
-

Approved:
M. L. JOSLYN,

|

Accing &sretary ºf the Interior,

t
BENJ. BUTTEnworth,

Oommissiºner ºf Patents.

